
 
 
DAY I – 7TH OF August 2002.  
 
Exhibits have come in from the Indian participants and leaves everyone wondering,” From India?”  Exhibits 
from as diverse regions as the Western Ghats and the Eastern Himalayas. 
 
Day II – 8th August 2002.  
 
Indian partners from Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Maharashtra, Central India, and Eastern Himalayas met maybe 
for the first time on such a platform. Sneh from Keystone welcomed all the Indian participants. Jenne 
introduced the Exchange Program to the Indian Partners. Narasimha from Prakruti played a raga on the flute 
for the group and set peace in our minds. Pandu came up with an idea to break the ice and each of us had to 
introduce the stranger sitting on the right to us. Good thing he gave us five minutes to talk to the person or 
we would have to cook up all the information!  
 
The ice having thawed, everyone settled down to hear Pandu make a presentation on the NTFP scenario in 
India. Pandu outlined the ecological zones of the country, the government policy and the attitude regarding 
forest produce. Pandu then left it for the group to brainstorm on issues regarding NTFP that each one thought 
needed to be addressed.   
 
Then it was a free forum for all the Indian partners to think together on the commonalities that we saw as 
issues in spite of the diverse range of products, communities involved with the product and the attitudes of 
different State Governments. In true Indian style the debate took off with criticisms on the government and 
their restrictive policies. But a point was raised from Raju of GMCL that was it of any use to keep talking of 
policy change when the real issue was of markets and appropriate technologies? As organizations we had not 
tackled the issue of markets adequately? After enough thoughts had been voiced back and forth it was 
suggested that we look at the issues through one product and one organization.   Honey as the product and 
Keystone as the organisation was chosen for the discussion. With honey as the product we looked at the 
related issues and worked on a matrix (the matrix had penetrated the meeting even before the Dutch 
introduced it!). The table below is a summary of the discussions around Keystone’s experience with honey: 
 

Organisation 
Product type 

Resource Base Technology Market Volume Institutions Strengths/ 
Weaknesses 

Keystone 
Apis Dorsata 

Cliffs, trees are marked 
and mapped. 
Forest vines are used. 
Nectar and pollen study 
done. Threats: Land use 
change, overharvesting, 
use of pesticides. 

Use of 
indigenous 
knowledge. 
Simple 
interventions, 
shift from 
squeezing the 
comb to 
filtering. 
Checking the 
water content 

Differentiating 
the honey 
based on the 
source, 
different 
pricing for 
each. 
IP get 65 – 70 
rupees / kg 

5 tons 
pa 

Policy does 
not allow 
for sale of 
wild honey. 
But Forest 
Department 
is informed. 
NGO 
intervention 
in the 
villages. 

Good 
market. 
Quality 
control 
checks over 
harvests and 
untimely 
harvests. 
The vines 
can only be 
used once. 

 
 
 



This analysis brought out the fact that Keystone had addressed a lot of these issues successfully because it 
was being able to effectively market the product and fetch a higher price for the collector and in the bargain 
being able to influence the mindset of the collector to use ecologically sustainable methods. But the fact that 
as a policy honey was not to be traded remained an unanswered question. 
 
We resume after lunch and come up with a list of priority NTFPS for each region that was represented in this 
forum: 
Gooseberry 
Sapindus emarginatus (Soapnut/berry) 
Acacia Concinna - Shikakai 
Garcinia 
Lichen 
Cane 
Bamboo 
Sal leaf & Seeds (Shorea robusta) 
Mahuwa - Madhuca indica 
Medicinal Plants 
Snake Venom 
Honey 
Wild Vegetables 
 
Each person gave their inputs on the above-mentioned parameters with regard to the priority product from 
his region. Each one listed out the strengths, weaknesses and the interventions needed for his region and the 
product he had in mind.  
 
In this way around ten different Indians came to a consensus on the emerging issues for India with regard to 
NTFP’s ! We closed at 6:00 p.m. and most of us felt are there anything left to talk about! Seems we had done 
enough thinking and talking for the entire program! But we do have record capabilities to talk and to think. 
So we decide to go on with the workshop, anyway we hadn’t heard from our SE partners as yet! 
 
 
DAY III   9TH August 2002- 
 
Today the quorum for the workshop is complete with all key participants having arrived and settled in. The 
day begins for us with Sneh from Keystone welcoming all the regional partners and everybody introduces 
themselves to the group. After this informal exchange, Jenne and Bert take the floor to give us a brief on the 
Exchange Program, the formation of the EP and the key players in the program, the mechanisms for 
collaboration. The EP intends to be a small program and not to grow too fast. The first phase of the program 
form 1997 to 1999 had participants from the SE Asian regions. In the second phase from 2000 – 2003 the EP 
has had participation from South Asia namely, India and Sri Lanka.  The largest part of the network stays 
with the field groups so that a constant exchange of expertise and experience takes place. Each partner also 
looks at networking within his country. The main activities of the EP are:  

 Providing information. 
 Conducting exchange meetings and workshops 
 Providing technical assistance 
 Fund raising and liasioning with donors 
 



 Jenne shared with us the example of the use of the video produced by Telapak from Indonesia on the 
onslaught of the oil palm plantations. This video was shown two years later at Palawan just when the oil 
palm companies started making their inroads and the people just refused to let the companies in.  
 
Averting Disaster! 
 
“We’ve been asked to sign contracts.” He said. 
 
I couldn’t believe it. Not here. Not in Palawan. Not in the last frontier of the Philippines. 
 
A tribal elder from the Tagbanua community at Simpucan had gone on to discuss that at least 2 oil palm 
companies, or at least agents of these companies, had approached them promising financial support and a 
ready buyer if they converted their lands to oil palm. They offered them great prices for all the oil palm 
produce they harvested. Their investors were obscure but someone mentioned they might be Malaysian. The 
agents had reached various municipalities Taytay, El Nido, Roxas, Puerto Princesa, Aborlan, Quezon and 
other areas. 
 
This was a sad day. 
 
Oil palm plantations had destroyed millions of hectares of land belonging to the Dayak of Kalimantan where 
traditional forest groves managed by Dayaks had been converted into oil palm plantations.  The Dayak had 
been traditionally managing those areas for over a hundred years and taking rattan, fruits and game from the 
forest for sale and for sustenance. Foreign owned companies had also promised them better prices and better 
profits. But it came to the point where the companies went bankrupt and could not pay the Dayak for the 
lands they bought. They couldn’t pay for the produce and the Dayak could do nothing for food nor income 
because their forests had already been converted. 
 
This was a story I wanted to tell the indigenous peoples in the Philippines and for them to be grateful that we 
had been spared of such large-scale destruction of livelihoods and lifeways. I had thought it possible that the 
investors may enter the Philippines, but not this soon, not in the place I considered a second home, not in the 
place that had arguably the highest rate of forested area and biodiversity in the whole country. There had to 
be a plan to avert disaster. 
 
2 months later, along with members of NATRIPAL, the United Tribes of Palawan, a province-wide 
federation of indigenous peoples, I took the opportunity to show the video “Planting Disaster” to the 
Tagbanua of Labtay, Napsan and the Tagbanua of Berong, Quezon. It was a video that documented the 
effects of the oil palm industry on the local people of Kalimantan. In Labtay over 50 people came to watch. 
The film. Many thought there would be a kung fu movie shown and that was the reason for the big turn out. 
But even those that were there for the wrong reasons were shocked at what they saw on the screen. The 
image that they couldn’t forget was the one of the angry Dayak people that burned down the house of the 
company as a show of force when, after repeated requests, they still received no remuneration for their lands 
and their efforts. The Dayak were jailed for their infractions and today they still continue to struggle with the 
company to receive compensations for their lands 
 
The Tagbanua marveled at the bravery of the Dayak and their staunch reserve to regain their lands and 
demand what was right to them even if it meant using extra-legal tactics to prove their point. After that, the 
Tagbanua reflected on their own situation. The film showing couldn’t have been better timed since it was 
during a management planning session for their ancestral domains. The Tagbanua of Labtay a village of 125 



households and the Tagbanua of Berong a village on the west coast of Palawan, were delineating their claims 
and preparing documentary proof of their age-old existence in the area, which would soon be recognized by 
the government in the form of a title. They were also formulating policies on how to use the resources in the 
area in a sustainable manner. The images from the video left indelible visions in their minds. Visions of 
families with no lands, no buyers for their crops or crops with prices that only spiraled in one direction. 
Downward!  What would be the point then of having their rights recognized if they had nothing to show for 
it, especially to the next generation.  
 
One by one the community members spoke that they would not allow their lands to be converted. They 
would sign no contracts. There would be no deals. 
  
I remember I couldn’t sleep that night. But I was happy. I lay on my mat with only a woven bamboo wall to 
separate me from my Tagbanua hosts. Into the night they continued to share amongst themselves what they 
saw. They talked about their shock and their conviction that they would not let the same tragedy fall upon 
their people. It was one of the few nights I was glad to have insomnia. 
 
Crissy Guerrero 
NTFP-Exchange Programme for Southeast Asia 
 
Post script: Today, the word is that one of the agents of the oil palm companies is in jail because….  
 
(incomplete) 
 
 
Doris Capistrano from the Ford Foundation made for us a brief and concise presentation on the NTFP issues 
from the Indian region and the lessons that the foundation had learnt from their more than ten-year-old 
experience of funding NTFP projects. As an organization she felt that the challenge that lay ahead was in 
seeing if NTFP issues can achieve economic viability, equity and conservation? Presently in India there are 
only a few economically viable NTFP focused enterprises. None of these were being able to address the issue 
of equity given the status of poverty. The promised conservation benefits of a NTFP program have not been 
proved as yet. For the future it was felt that strong policy support and development inputs especially backed 
by research findings were needed. These interventions need to look at the marketing and provide market 
information, build up resource inventories and setting up of more transparent and accountable government 
enterprises.       
     
It was time now for Rahul  from HP to present the discussions of the previous day to the group. Rahul 
elaborated the NTFP issues Table  
 
NNTP’s - Issues /Interventions 
 
 
 Strengths Weaknesses/Limitations Interventions needed 
RESOURCE 
BASE 

1. Studies have been 
undertaken in some 
areas on specific 
resources 

1. Destructive harvest & over harvesting 
2. Low natural regeneration 
3. High price leads to unsustainable 
harvests 
4. Harvesting impacts other species 

1. Sustainable harvesting to be 
facilitated 
2. Awareness & information required 
3. Domestication/cultivation to be 
organized  
4. More ecological studies required 

MARKETS 1. Some products have 
a very good local 

1. Low returns to the Collectors 
2. No quality parameters - no incentive for 

1. Market studies and interventions 
required 



market (Mahua) 
2. Captive markets 
exists (venom) 

better quality 
3. High volume - low returns 
4. Lobby of contractors 
5. Small collectors - not exposed to big 
markets 
6. High gap between procurement and sale 
price 
7. No information on markets & value 
addition 
8. Conflict between local & commercial 
use 

2. Marketing tie -ups to be made 
3. Standardization & quality control 
required 
4. Local Value addition 

TECHNOLOGY 1. Work/trials going on, 
various technologies  
2. Technologies for 
propagation exist 

1. Rudimentary & unscientific processing 
techniques 
2. Quality parameters not known 

1.Work with Appropriate and market 
oriented technologies 
2. Better harvesting/processing 
technology required 

RIGHTS / 
LIVELIHOODS 

1. Local consumption - 
food security 
2. Cash dependence of 
indigenous people is 
high (also for crafts & 
culture) 
3. Indigenous 
knowledge exists 

1. Competition amongst harvesters 
2. Nationalization of key NTFPs 
3. Lack of access/rights 
4. Reducing resource base 
5. Eroding indigenous knowledge 

1. Collection boundaries between 
villages need to be defined & 
operationalised 
2. Assist Indigenous people to manage 
& process 
3. Facilitation required to preserve this 
knowledge within the community (e.g. 
Honey gathering) 

INSTITUTIONS/ 
ACTORS 

1. Indigenous Groups 
involved in collection 
and processing 

1. System of Auction 
2. LAMPS  
- No quality concern 
- Poor returns to the collectors 
- Very inflexible 
3. Lack of facilitating agencies to make the 
system work 

1. Coordination between different 
actors and institutions  - facilitating 
organizations required 
2. Organization of collectors 

 
 
 
The next session was facilitated by Pratim from Keystone and the deliberations for the day were to be about 
Indigenous management systems, community organization and federations that promoted the use and 
sustainable management of forest produce through people’s organizations.  
 
Towards this goal we moved from India to Vietnam and Mr. Trong form the Dzao community and also a 
Traditional Medicine Practitioner working with TEW explained his work and the interventions made by 
TEW. Mr. Tu from TEW translated his presentation for us. Mr. Trong very strongly felt that indigenous 
people have the solutions for their problems within the system and they needed facilitators like TEW. He 
talked of the diversity of cultures in Vietnam and the forest diversity that they had. Of the 4000 spp. Of herbs 
documented inn their area members of his community had uses for 400 spp. The loss of forest cover was a 
main threat to their medical practices and was affecting their livelihoods. But interactions with outsiders like 
researchers, other communities have helped to realize the potential of their knowledge. They have effectively 
used academic interventions and community organization to find a new sense of worth to their eroding 
traditional knowledge of herbs. 
 
Krishnan from ITWWs who had by now earned the name “Venom Krishnan” was ready to make hi s 
presentation of the work that ITWWS was doing with the Irula communities. The Irulas were a semi nomadic 
community who has a 300-year-old tradition of snake catching. Today this skill of theirs is being put to good 
use and they have been trained in venom extraction. Venom fetches a very high price and each type of 
venom has a separate price to it. We also watched the film, which ITWWS had produced on their work. 
 



We met again after lunch to listen to a presentation by Raju of  Gram Mooligai Company Limited. This is a 
private company set up by the Foundaion for the Revitalisation of Local Health Traditions (FRLHT) to form 
collectives of farmers who will grow herbs, which will then be marketed, by the company. The company has 
been formed only a year ago and it was too early to learn any lessons or make any conclusions. But the 
company has strong information back up on the herbal industry in India and they want the farmers to be 
stakeholders in the enterprise. There were 6 lakh-registered practitioners in India and 6000 manufacturing 
units in the country. 90% of the material used by them was being collected from the wild. The collectors of 
the herbs belong to the poorest sections of society and the markets were totally obscure. It is against this 
backdrop that Gram Mooligai has decided to set up this enterprise. The concept being so new for all of us 
Raju had to face a barrage of questions on the setting up and subsequent running of the enterprise. Number of 
questions was raised on the equity issue. How was the company going to ensure that the herbs collected from 
the wild were sustainably harvested? The company was promoting cultivation of herbs by members of many 
sanghas, formed with the help of the NGO’s and the more income the farmer got the larger share he had in 
the company. This may leave the women out of the process and maybe they would only earn wages for their 
inputs, also since land deeds were mostly in the name of the men. But it was really too early to comment and 
we just wish Gram Mooligai All the Best in their venture! 
 
It was time for Dioning from Natripal In Palawan<Philippines to tell us about the organization and what it 
stands for. Natripal is an indigenous people’s organization that came into existence in 1989 and was 
officially registered in 1991. It works mainly in the islands of Palawan. Alienation from the forests and lands 
that traditionally belonged to the IP was one of the key issues that saw the formation of the organization. The 
organization wishes to promote interdependence among IP, freedom and access to their ancestral domains, 
promoting the sustainable use of forest resources, promoting co-operation with other agencies that address 
the health, education and livelihood issues, generating a worldwide understanding of the status of th e 
endangered people of Palawan. 
 
Natripal has very effectively campaigned for the rights of the IP to their ancestral domains and they have 
created three-dimensional participatory maps that clearly demarcate boundaries and resource zones. Based on 
these maps planning is done and management practices are taken up. Natripal has also established a 
centralized marketing and product development unit, which helps in the marketing of the honey collected and 
the handicrafts made. They do face many problems with NTFP development because contracts are given to 
migrants and they hire the IP to work as laborers and so IP cannot control the conservation and sustainable 
management issues. The prices for the products are still very low, illegal harvesting is not being checked, not 
enough policies to support IP’s rights, the forest taxes are very high. There are not enough value addition 
activities and the skills are still low for enterprise development.  
 
Despite the problems Natripal has been successful in getting tenural security for the ancestral domains, they 
have effectively documented and implemented IP policies and practices on resource use. They have trained 
more than 100 IP on paralegal issues to protect their resources. The organization also has a value addition 
unit that markets crafts and honey. They also assist individual groups with marketing, concessions etc. 
 
It was time for a presentation by Deepak and Bibek from a field organization MASS from Mayurbhanj in 
Orissa. The State has a 57% IP population and 45 % of the land is under forest cover. The focus has been on 
creating village level organizations. MASS works with 750 villages and they wish to promote Livelihood 
security, Indigenous Knowledge, Forest and Natural Resource Conservation and Equity through which they 
intend to improve the LIFE of the IP.  Sal plantations and the products derived from it are the forest products 
that the organization promotes.  
 



Rahul from HP representing Navrachana made a presentation of the work that they were doing with local 
communities of the Shivalik ranges of the Hiamalayan region. The people of the lower hills are not so 
dependant on NTFP’s and prefer to migrate in search of jobs. But the people in the higher elevations are 
highly dependant on the natural resources. The Lok Vigyan Kendra, a local forum , organizes the women of 
the area to cultivae and process herbs. Samriti is a women’s collective that processes local food items and 
markets them. The organization has a two-tier process of decentralized value addition.  
 

Samridhi Mahila Co-Operative Society 
 

A Brief Overview 
 

1. Initiated as an externally funded project involving NGOs and Indo-German Changar                         
Project (IGCP), Palampur. 

2. Facilitated initially through a dedicated support team from IGCP and two local NGOs. 
3. Based on conversion of rural natural resource and farm surpluses into value added food products. 
4. Involves a two-tier process of decentralized value addition. 
5. Management committee of the producer women is now in complete control of all operations and 

planning. 
 
 
 

  Functions 
 
 Quality Control, 
    Final Processing +Packaging of 
 Finished Products, 
 Procurement of equipment and 
 Specific Raw Materials (spices etc.) 
 Finances, Legal affairs, Liaison, 

 R&D, Production   planning. 
      
 
 
 Collection/Procurement of Raw  
 Material, Village level value  
 addition to produce semi finished
 goods, Quality control  
    

  
 
 
 
 
 Achievements 
 
Year             Production(Kgs.) Wages paid (Rs.) Annual sale(Rs.)    WPGs (Members) 
1996-97     425.00    4,250.00  17,000.00  2 (16) 

Women 
Producer 
Group 

WPG 
WPG 

Apex 
Production 
Centre +  
Management  
Committee 

Elected 
Members Share 

Capital 



1997-98        1,465.00    42,166.00  1,22,459.00  14(85) 
1998-99     12,886.00    2,20,070.00  5,23,472.00  9 (105) 
1999-00     18,755.00    2,25,856.00  15,31,248.00  12 (151) 
2000-01     22,685.00    4,16,156.00  17,26,671.00  15 (182) 
 
 
 
 
The management committee of the producer women is in complete control of all operations and planning. 
They look after the product, the raw material procurement, finances etc. Each Woman’s Production Group 
(WPG) about 15 in a village brings the raw material to the center where it is checked for quality and then 
processed. The representative of the WG’s are the management committee.  
 
Based on their experience they have formulated a phased out program for the building up of Natural 
Resource Management based village institutions. 
 
Stages in the development of an NRM based business institution 
 
Phase I 

Development and Trial of concept  
 
•  Concept building and planning 
• Formation of support team (ST) 
• Identifying surpluses and niches  
• Preliminary market research 
• Developing products and village replicable technologies 
• Formation of producer/collector groups 
• Training on production, R&D and accounts to PGs 
• Pilot scale production and sale  
• Formation of a marketing front 
• Formation of a producers management committee (MC)      

      
 Phase II 

Transfer of control to producers 
 

• Consolidation of production and marketing operations 
• Gradual transfer of expenses to the institution 
• Transfer of management skills from the ST to the MC  
• Gradual withdrawal of the facilitating agency        

               
                
Phase III  
Ownership by the producers      

• Complete withdrawal of the support team 
• Take over of all management functions by the elected leaders 

 



We end for the day with enough evidence that community based institutions can effectively manage and 
market forest produce. 
 
 
DAY  IV   10th August 2002 
 
We start a new day with the aim of looking at policy and legal perspectives vis a vis NTFP. Mr. B.J. 
Krishnan a leading lawyer from the Nilgiris gave us a presentation on the policies in place and how they 
view the issue of rights of IP and the sustainable use of the forests. There was a lot interest in what B.J. had 
to tell us and a summary is attached to the text 
 
Mr. B.J. gave us a bird’s eye view of the International and National laws and the legislation in our 
country as regards biodiversity and rights of IP to use them. A summary of the points is given here: 
 
Public Environmental International Law 
             
              1972 – Stockholm Conference 

1973 – Formation of an ad hoc committee by the UN on biodiversity, which identified      
            Conservation as a priority area 
1989 – Expert Group on Biodiversity, which decide to convene in Rio. 
1992 – Rio Conference  
              

Conservation Related Documents 
 
              Rio Declaration on Environment & Development 
              AGENDA 21 
              Forestry Principles for Sustainable Development 

                           Convention on Bio Diversity (CBD) – Binding Law 
 

RIO DECLARATION 
 
1. Preamble  
2. Principle  

No. 22 (relevant for NTFPs & Indigenous people) – emphasizes their role in 
community management of Forests and calls for the state to recognize this. 
 

Forestry Principles for Sustainable Development 
 

1. Principle 2b – Forest resources should be sustainable managed for community 
needs. NTFPs 

2. Principle 2d – Governments should promote participation of 
community/NGO's/indigenous people 

3. 5a – Recognize rights of forest dwelling/local communities 
4. 8f – Protection of unique forests  
5. 12d – Indigenous capacity & local Knowledge for sustainable management of forests. 

Benefits should be shared with indigenous communities 
 
AGENDA 21 



 
1. Chapter 11 
2. Chapter 15 
3. Chapter 26  
4. Chapter 27 – Role of NGOs – UN recognizes the role as active social 

partners in implementation 
 
                     Not legally binding but guiding principles 
 
 
 
 
Convention on Biological Diversity (Legally Binding) 
 
 3 Objectives:  

• Conservation of Bio – diversity 
• Sustainable Use 
• Equitable Sharing 

 
Preamble 12 – recognizes the importance of indigenous communities in sustainable use of the biodiversity. 
Article 8j – Important for developing countries as deals with equitable sharing by the use of 
indigenous knowledge/ conservation of bio diversity 
Article 10 c – Recognize customary use of resources by indigenous people. They obtain 
knowledge by use and conservation of their resources 
  
Some of the questions that came up were: 
 
Questions: International law may be there – but some national laws/local laws do not recognize.  
Ans: `Subject to National Law’ is used. National laws are a must to implement the CBD. If there are 
problems in the local law – it can be corrected at the national level by activists/etc.  
 
Q: But the gap is huge – CBD and the local law. They are not implemented at the local level. 
Especially when the World Bank comes in with money for some Development projects? 
 
Ans: The World bank and the WTO are trade organizations that are not party to these processes.  
This cannot be reconciled but Article 22 of CBD is a saving clause.  
 
 

INDIAN CONTEXT 
 

1. India ratified the CBD in 1992 
2. Biodiversity Bill – passed in the Lok Sabha. Does not cover much.  National, 

State and District level boards. It is a supplementary act to existing laws. 
3. Indian Forest Act 1927 -  
4. Wildlife Protection Act 1972 – created protected areas (national parks and 

sanctuaries) No rights of people in this area. There are 50k settlements in 
Protected Areas in this country – government does not recognize this. This is a 
western concept. There have always been people living in forests in India.  



 
Benefit sharing is not possible with communities – as they have no legal access to 
forests. 
 
1988 Forest Policy – recognizes the needs of forest dwellers and local communities – 
NTFP's included. The Western Ghats March and other activists played a role in this. 
The Indian Government has not translated this as a Law. 
 
India does not have a Biodiversity Policy 
 
There are Action Plans being formulated – but their effectiveness is questionable as 
under the Forest Law – people have no stake 
 

1. National Conservation Strategy & Policy Statement, 1992 
2. National Conservation Plan, 1992 
3. National Biodiversity Action Plan, 1997 
4. National Biodiversity Strategy Action Plan, (presently ongoing) 

 
 

• Currently we have contradictory laws 
• Indian Constitution does not talk about environment/human justice 

 
 
We hadn’t realized that we were held spell bound for an hour and a half and Mr.Das from Ramkrishna 
Mission in West Bengal, the pioneers of Joint Forest Management in India, had to wait till we had tea and 
then resume for his presentation. Mr. Das described in great detail and depth the ongoing activities of the 
RKM and their current activities with regard to NTFP’s. They have Forest Protection Committees in place 
whose members are the forest fringe dwellers. The JFM project now procures all the NTFP’s collected and 
acts as a wholesaler to companies that need the raw material. They are also involved in social development 
activities with members of the Forest Protection Committees (FPC’s).  
 
After this presentation the regional partners were asked to tell the group briefly about the environmental laws 
n their countries. Crissy told us of the very strong laws that were in place in the Philipines for protection of 
IP rights – IPRA and how the law recognizes IP in Protected Areas. Tenural security could be awarded to 
anybody who has lived in the region for more than 15 years. Protected areas were managed by a Protected 
Area Management Board, which had representations from multiple stakeholders, and the Department of 
Environment. Protected areas could also be awarded ancestral domain status. There is a problem of lack of 
co-ordination between the local government and the central government. A strategic environment plan was 
also being developed in Palawan that would regulate environment policies within Palawan. Crissy also 
explained that how as a strategy the Philipines Working Group was an advocacy group that was playing a 
major role in the demystifying of laws and campaigning for the review of bills that come before the National 
Congress. This is an informal group of concerned citizens. Doris explained a little about the formulation of 
this group, which took place in the seventies when the country was shifting from dictatorial leadership to a 
democratic system. 
 
Muayat from Indonesia was sure that Indonesia had all the required laws, especially progressive laws on 
agrarian reforms, which the government is under obligation to implement. The government in Indonesia does 
not recognize ownership of traditional areas by IP. They too have working groups, which play a major role in 



pursuing the government to recognize IP rights. He felt that there were less NGO’s in his country to work at 
grass root levels as a result of which implementation of laws was not happening.  
 
Vietnam has unsteady land laws and the state as a representative of the people controls the land. The people 
do not own land. This was Tu’s opinion on laws in Vietnam. About 7% of the forests were Protected Areas 
and the people living in these areas have been resettled. The forest has been classified for economic, special 
and conservation zones. The economic zones could be used by all groups of people and not only IP. The 
ecological restoration policy is not very clear. In some of the National Park areas a few IP are allowed to 
stay. There are many conflicts in the forest areas and the law is not very clear. 
 
We meet after lunch with Crissy in control of the session. She was given the task of facilitating a discussion 
on community organisations and livelihoods, between IP, activists, scientists etc. The IP of the Nilgiris 
Raasu, Laxmiamma and Chandran  have been a part of the Keystone process and they shared their 
experiences with regard to forest collections and forest laws. Leo from Keystone translated their 
presentations. They listed out the products they harvest, their methods of collection and the difficulties they 
face when they go to the forest. Raasu had a miniature model of the various equipments that he uses for 
honey collection. Laxmiamma explained the harvesting methods for fruits and how the traders would come 
and sometimes not come and the harvested fruits would be wasted. Krishnan from ITWWS asked a direct 
question to Raasu, “Since Keystone is getting you a better price for honey aren’t you going to collect more 
and isn’t this a major shift from the times when you never sold honey?” Raasu didn’t need  much time to tell 
us that even though they had never traded honey they always bartered it with other communities and so 
Keystone had not introduced a new concept. Raasu also added that it was impossible to collect all the combs 
from the cliffs and so there would never be total harvest.  
 
Narasimha and Balu from APPIKO in Sirsi, Karnataka took us through an eye-catching presentation of the 
biodiversity and NTFP use pattern that they had documented over the years in the Western Ghats. The 
presentation was exhaustive. The resource base has been well documented and should be incorporated in 
management plans for the area. 
 
 Sidappa from ATREE is part of a research program that has worked to combine research and sustainable use 
strategies through village organizations. They are probably one of the pioneers of this method in India. 
Sidappa told us very concisely of the sampling techniques used and the involvement of the community in the 
research. The biological monitoring component was being handled by ATREE with participation from the 
village communities, the socio economic aspects of NTFP users and uses was being met by the local NGO, 
VGKK and the enterprise and marketing was again being handled by the NGO and the government body 
LAMPS. After nine years of work Sidappa felt that even now if the people get more economic benefits they 
would not hesitate in over harvesting. He also felt that it was possible to get people to participate in joint 
assessments initially but the interest dwindles after some time. 
 
It was time to move from India to Indonesia and Muayat made a presentation of his work with KpSHK. He 
represents a consortium that supports community based forest system management. It was established in 
1997 and is an initiative of NGO’s, researchers and individuals. It is their aim to support Indigenous natural 
resource management systems. Throughout Indonesia they are a group of 38 NGO’s and 10 individuals. 
They wish to emphasize the IP’s sovereignty over sustainable natural resources. They facilitate dialogue with 
governments, document results from the field, and help formulate strategies, provide legal education.  
 
The Indonesian forest were being systematically destroyed by the government agencies and refused to 
recognize the role of IP in the system. The government formulated a Joint Forest Management system, which 



proved to be ineffective, and the system that was in place through SHK proved more effective. For the last 
three decades activists have been lobbying for a logging moratorium, support to local management systems 
and legal and economic support for the cause. The conflict between IP, and large companies that have a stake 
in the forests is never ending. 
 
We took along break from the workshop. It was Sunday the 11th of August that the group were given the 
choice between a tour of Keystone center and a village Semenarai in Kotagiri. For the first time in many days 
we got to see the sun, which was out in Kotagiri but still not in Ooty! 
 
While Group I visited the center and the processing unit of Keystone and were taken on a guided tour of the 
work, Group II drove straight to the village to see an IP village, the geography and the work that keystone 
does in the villages. Didn’t hear any complaints, so we presume all was well with both groups. 
 
DAY   VI     August 12th 2002 
 
We are back to hear and speak and share experiences. NTFPS have been commercialized and traded for 
many years now. But we were going to hear of non-traditional approaches to marketing and trade in NTFP’s.  
Pastor Rice of Kalahan Educational Foundation (KEF), the facilitator for the day began by sharing his 
experiences of his work in the Philippines. The KEF was organized by the IP of the region to protect their 
ancestral forests and their culture. The program ensures education from Kindergarten to College for the IP of 
the area. The Kalahan Reserve is a protected area that is being managed by the IP. The watershed 
management program aims to supply a steady water supply to the country. The Kalahan Food Processing 
Unit makes preserves out of wild fruits, collected sustainably and is sold in more than 90 supermarkets of 
Manila. Pastor Rice was very convinced of the strategies they had used and they had effectively applied a 
trickle up theory and the government was maybe learning a lesson or two from them. Every village they were 
working in has developed its own management and land use plan. 
 
The Natural Resource Development Program of the Foundation aims to protect and develop the natural 
resources of the area. The Kalahan reserve of 14,730 ha has two sanctuaries that are home o many 
endangered species. The foundation has also developed a Forest Improvement Technology (FIT) that helps to 
expedite the growth rate of the forest to improve carbon sequestration. A documentation of the floral and 
faunal wealth of the reserve has been done by the IP. 
 
Pastor Rice then invited Johny from Dian Naga , Indonesia to tell us of his company. We had already seen 
the displays that Johny had put up at the exhibits and all of us were keen to hear the story of these products. 
The initial capital that Johny and his family put up to launch the company has been well worth the risks and 
it seems to be the excellent market studies and advertising that Johny looks into that has made it such a 
success. Through coconut shell charcoal sales Johny can support women making beautiful rattan products. 
These again Johny is again being able to market through exclusive clientele. Also the products weren’t just 
decorative pieces but utility pieces that have much more marketability. The profits of the company are also 
being used to fund 5000 school going children for their education.  
 
Back again to India and to a place that is in the middle of India and a place by itself as Madhu made it out to 
be. Where no law applies and no body wants to go to unless one is posted there on a punishment posting! 
Most Indians reading this will say “Bastar!” and they are right! Madhu a botanist who went out there to live 
with Indigenous communities and became a part of them had us all listening as if a tale from the Wild West 
was being told. Some of Madhu’s observations were interesting. Forest produce that was being harvested by 
the people for their own use was always harvested sustainably but not so with the commercial ones. 



Commercialization was causing a lot of deforestation. Each time the adivasis had to go in for medical care or 
legal help they needed money. Each time they needed money they helped themselves to some forest produce 
either plant or animal and sold it to get the money. Madhu also told us of the judiciary which could be bought 
up to even give the clean chit for murder. This is the 21st century! 
 

It was rather opportune that the high-level government participants had arrived just before Madhu’s 
presentation. The collector of the Nilgiris Ms. Supriya Sahu asked Madhu if the administration could not 
control all the illegal land encroachments. There was no answer only a shrug to say that there is no 
administration in those areas. Muayat from Indonesia just had a few interesting points to make in connection 
with the presentation, he felt commercialization of one product could spell disaster and also it was necessary 
to have people’s organizations to regulate land and forest use in these areas. Is anybody interested in starting 
an NGO in Bastar ? 
 

 
CRITERIA SCALE SCORE EXPLANATION QUA  
MARKETING     
Extent and 
quality of 
existing market 
information 

Sufficient/reliable 
 
Inadequate/uncertain 
 
Non-existent/unreliable 

2 
 
1 
 
0 

There is sufficient market information to predict demand accurately 
 
Current market information only allows for demand to be estimated approximately 
 
There is insufficient market information to predict demand 

Who    
kind   
mar   

Actual and 
projected market 
demand 

High 
 
Moderate 
 
Limited 

2 
 
1 
 
0 

Market demand for this product is known to be high 
 
Market demand for this product is currently moderate, but has the potential to increase 
 
Market demand for this product is currently small, and it is not certain whether it will increase 

 
 
 
 

Scale of 
production 

Large 
 
Moderate 
 
Small 

2 
 
1 
 
0 

Production is well organised and sufficient to be commercially interesting 
  
Production is reasonably organised and could be commercially interesting 
 
A very limited number of community producers, with low production capacity, is involved. The scale 
of production is not commercially interesting 
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prod    
prob     
tack      
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CRITERIA SCALE SCORE EXPLANATION QUA  
ECOLOGICAL     
Conservation 
status of raw 
material species 

Abundant 
 
Sufficient 
 
Under threat 

2 
 
1 
 
0 

The source species for this product is abundant, and is not under any ecological threat 
 
This species is found in sufficient quantities to meet demand, but could be at risk in the long term 
 
The source species for this product is already endangered or at risk of local extinction 
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info    
this     
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will   
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2 
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The raw materials required for this product are highly suited to C-B production 
 
These raw materials are moderately suited to C-B production, and difficulties may be experienced 
 
These raw materials are more suited to private sector production 
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tack       
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The technology required for processing these raw materials is simple and locally available 
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The technology required for processing is completely inaccessible to C-B producers 
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Anuja and Krishna representing ADS were in charge of presenting their work. Krishna briefed us about the 
work that ADS was doing in the Karjat region of Maharashtra. They had documented around 450 spp. of the 
foods that were being used by people of the region; they were also working on conservation issues and 
revival of local health traditions and promoting food security. The local health traditions were being 
promoted by training vaidyas. The food security program was running a village grain bank and promoting 
uncultivated foods. The bank had 300 varieties of local rice and the excess seeds were being sold and the 
money earned was put into the forest conservation fund. Bhau Bhangare from the local community in Karjat 
came to explain how they barter edible gums at the local market. They traded the gum for lentils and dry fish. 
It seemed like a totally unfair barter because a kg of gum is Rs.100, which was traded for 2kgs of lentils 
priced at Rs 20. Sale of wild vegetables was also a source of income to the people and these vegetables had 
their markets in the city of Bombay which is close to Karjat. 
 
Krishna then talked about the work which ECONET the group that he and Anuja belong to. ECONET 
networks with other NGO’S in Maharashtra and offers them training and information on various social 
issues. The group had recently reviewed the state governments Joint Forest Management Program in 6 
villages. JFM had been implemented in the area since 1992 and yet none of the villagers seem to be aware of 
the implications and are still waiting for the promised benefits. In reply to a question from the CCF – 
Development, Mr. Vashisht, on the actual status of the JFM forests Krishna said the forests were in good 
condition but the issue remained that the forest department had promised the villagers that the forests that 
they had safeguarded for eight years would bee theirs and now the people were not even being allowed to go 
in for their fuel wood collection. ECONET was also trying to understand the customary rights of indigenous 
people, their legal rights and the ground situation with reference to these factors. 
 
Bert form Profound was next to share with us his experience with UNCTADS Biotrade initiative in Africa 
and South America. The program is based on the principles of the CBD. It seeks to establish methods of 
sustainable harvests, changes in policy that support conservation and equitable sharing. Based on their 
experiences and the similarities in the issues they have evolved a matrix to select suitable products for the 
trade process. The matrix makes its entry! There was much interest and debate on the matrix and everybody 
wanted a copy of it (Matrix-------). 
 
The post lunch session was for the Indian partners to brainstorm on the future for the work on NTFP’s that 
they wished to take up in their regions and each region sat together to brainstorm on the issues. The Indians 
broke into two groups, the Western Ghats group and the Central and Eastern zones of India. Both regions 
made their presentations and they are attached herewith: 
 

1. What is the primary direction/ priority activity of NTFPs in Western Ghats 
 
 Growing and Marketing medicinal Plants (also in degraded areas) 
 Work on select NTFPs – choose/prioritize 
 Follow the principles of the CBD 
 Advocacy for change in policy – more towards the community 
 Marketing information required/build up/disseminate to the people 
 Bio prospecting and ecological studies for select products 
 Simple technologies for value adding at the village 

 
2. Best Mechanisms to undertake this 
 

 NGOs group interaction/alliance/share knowledge 



 NGOs to market products 
 Provide models of benefit sharing within the community 
 Training and capacity building of the communities 
 Information dissemination/translation of existing material for sharing/etc. 

 
3. Who are the point persons? 

 NGO groups selected from different geographical regions 
– Suggested a two tier system working on policy & implementation 

 
4. How do you continue communicating after Ooty 
 

 Form a Western Ghats Exchange Platform – (meeting, sharing, reference body) 
 Meet physically once in a year. First meeting after 6 months 
 Agenda of the first meeting – to come up with a list of priority NTFPs looking at both 

conservation and market (demand) development aspects, for each region 
 
Foreseeing an informal body with a rotating leadership between the NGOs 
 
WAY FORWARD: Group discussion, 12 August 2002 
 
 
 
Key-issues Orissa and Central India, 

North Andhra Pradesh, 
Eastern Tamil Nadu 

Himachal Pradesh Priority Interventions 
needed (see below under 
topics) 

RESOURCE 
BASE 

Good opportunities; need for 
further detailed research; 
diversify the NTFP resource 
base!) 

In upper mountain areas 
already active in low 
volume, high value 
products; more potential 
present 

 

MARKETS Need for looking into market 
opportunities; few, but very 
high-value products that are 
dominated by Forest 
Department; need for 
alternatives (there are many 
hundreds of other interesting 
NTFPs); and policy influence 

Markets are known, but 
still conventional; lot of 
competition; look at 
alternatives and 
marketing tie-ups 

 

TECHNOL
OGY 

Find out about value-
addition; reducing volume by 
increasing quality 
(efficiency) 

Must be more market 
oriented; grading, value 
addition, better 
harvesting/drying 

 

RIGHTS / 
LIVELIHO
ODS 

Collection of NTFPs from 
protected areas / state forests 
restricted; in practice user 
rights, but not clearly 
regulated: need for research 
in traditional regulations and 

Not many problems  



discussion with local 
authorities 

INSTITUTI
ONS/ 
ACTORS 

Government institutions not 
working properly; good 
opportunities for working 
with self-help groups and 
village level organisations, 
many of them good 
functioning 

PRI’s, Forest users’ 
group, Forest 
Department; only groups 
not working properly: 
facilitating NGOs 

 

 
 
Topics: 
• Management Systems 
 Indigenous management systems 
 Community organizations and federations 
 Joint Forest Management 

• The State and Community Organizations – Policy Perspectives 
• Community Organizations and Livelihood 
• Commercialization of NTFPs 
 
• Stake holders: need for analysis, dialogue/consultations and alliances (in particular to address 

policy issues): 
 
Policy level: 
Need for establishing a clear relationship between CBD and Biodiversity Action Plan, and giving NTFPs a 
clear place in the overall framework; detailing role and functions of NTFP development in the Indian 
context. 
 
Direct actors: 
Forest dwellers, PRIs, NGOs, Local Government representatives 
 
Market: 
 
Develop concrete matrices with specific indices and scores for various products available locally, for which 
detailed research will be a precondition. Such a grid could be on the lines of that shown by Bert-Jan, which 
may include local factors for the scores. Where scores are low for the availability of a product think of ways 
to improve score!! 
 
More clearly define role and functions of market parties: 
 
Government: 
Forest Corporation 
Trifed 
TDCC 
LAMPS 
Khadi Craft 
Etc. 



 
Local markets 
 
 
Action Plan should address: 
 
• Village level 
• Regional (groups present) 
• National (later step?) 
 
Plan: 
 
The regions will make individual action plans, which will be consolidated 
in common strategies for the groups present, including Western Ghats 
group  follow-up meeting 

6 months 

Continuing communication: compiling and disseminating comprehensive 
report of the present meeting, followed up by mail/e-mail. 

Continuous 

Implementing outcomes of the interventions indicated, and identification of 
responsible persons/organisations for facilitating progress, and 2 
persons/organisations to take overall lead, who will liase with the Indian 
group and the NTFP-EP respectively. 

Continuous 

 
 
Budget for facilitation of plan? 
 
 
While both groups felt that the exchange needed to go on we could not come up with the why, where, when 
and how of it just then. So we officially wound up for the day and the India group took to the floor literally 
and sat down to plan their futures together. ---------------------- 
 

THE NTFP – EP:  
INDIA GROUP INITIATIVE 

The Genesis  
The Non Timber Forest Produce Exchange Program (NTFP – EP) held its 4th Regional Meeting at Ooty from 
8th August to 13th August 2002. All together 35 Individuals/Organizations participated from The Netherlands, 
Vietnam, Philippines, Indonesia and in India from: 

1. Bastar, Chattisgarh – Madhu Ramnath 
2. ECONET, Pune, Maharashtra – Anuja, Krishna 
3. Academy of Development Sciences, Karjat, Maharshtra - Bhau  
4. Lok Vigyan Kendra, Himachal Pradesh – Rahul Saxena  
5. MASS, Mayurbanj, Orissa – Bibek & Deepak  
6. Ramkrishna Mission, Joint Forest Management W.Bengal – Dass  
7. Prakruti, Sirsi, Karnataka - Pandurang Hegde, Narasimha, Bala, Kusum 
8. ATREE, Bangalore, Karnataka – Siddappa Shetty 
9. Keystone, Kotagiri, Nilgiris, Tamil Nadu - Sneh, Mathew, Pratim, Anita 
10. Save Nilgiris Campaign, Ooty, Tamil Nadu – B.J Krishnan 
11. Irula Tribal Womens’ Welfare Society, Chengalpet, Tamil Nadu  – K. K Krishnan 
12. Gram Mooligai Co. Ltd, Bangalore – G. Raju 



The meeting brought in first time different groups from India working on NTFP issues with indigenous 
communities. In the regional discussions in one of the working groups – meetings were held between 
Western Ghats group & the Rest Of India  (Eastern Ghats, Himachal & Bastar). It was felt that separating 
the two groups would weaken the network and fragment the exchange abilities. This Exchange Meeting 
gave the rise to a firm coalition of grassroots NGOs working directly with NTFPs and Indigenous people. 
A separate meeting was held between Indian partners where it was felt that a follow-up meeting is 
required in 6 months time between Indian partners in Konark, Orissa from February 20th – 25th, 2003 
(Dates tentative). This meeting would give the Indian partners a better perspective of NTFPs and the 
ways of linking up to the South-East Asian partnership. 
It was decided that each of the above groups could bring along a maximum of 2 organisations for the 
Orissa Meet. The criteria of selection would be: 
• Working on NTFP issues with Indigenous People 
• Capable of implementing ideas arising out of the exchange program 
• Genuine, grassroots organization 

The PLAN OF ACTION 
• A brochure will be written for the NTFP – EP In India – Pandu, Madhu & Sneh 
• The Orissa Meet will be coordinated by Bibek & Deepak from MASS  
• Pandu will coordinate the efforts till the meeting in Orissa for 6 months time. 
• The selection of maximum 2 NGOs by the other partners will have to be made as early as possible 

and passed on to others for comments and feedback  
• Please add to this and comment as soon as possible so as to take this process forward and take full 

advantage of the significant positive outcome from the Ooty meeting. 
 
 
 
DAY  VIII     13th of August 2002 
 
Today we are into the last day of the workshop and there is an air of formality lying heavy on the room. The 
representative of the government are all here and we begin with a formal lighting of the lamp. Narasimha 
played a raga on the flute for the group and Pratim took over by welcoming everybody. He asked the 
Collector of the Nilgiris Ms. SS to address the group. As collector of one of the world’s ten Bio-diversity 
hotspots, the Nilgiris, Ms. Sahu informed us of the status of the forests of the area and the diverse Indigenous 
communities residing here. She explained about the program that was launched by the government in 
Anaikatti and Sirur that involved the women of the community in growing medicinal plants for which they 
were getting good returns. This program is being carried out with the help of a local NGO and the 
involvement of the local administration. The collector also informed us of how the Nilgiris was one of the 
first districts that was evolving an action plan based satellite imageries and quality maps. They were also 
looking at how to reduce anthropic pressures on the forests. There were many conflicts, wildlife in 
agriculture areas, people on the borders of protected areas etc. But the administration was keen on finding 
good livelihood options to wean people off the forests. 
 
Jenne summarized the discussions of the previous days ad made a presentation. “It was the overall goal of the 
EP to allow homosapiens to use the forests without damaging the resource” and this meant strengthening 
village and community organizations. While the experience from Palawan shows that tenural security for IP 
was very important to plan resource management strategies. The EP was a platform to share expertise and 
develop new opportunities. E.g.: the rattan management expertise cold is shared with more IP. Finally we 
need to build up towards more networking facilities. The EP came to India thinking only the WG but it has 



now clearly got itself a role in more regions of India and the Indian partners were scheduled to meet in six 
months time at Orissa. 
 
Next to take the floor was Mr. M.F. Farooqui. As s beauraucrat he felt he was learning a lot from attending a 
workshop of this quality. He pointed out that we need to factor the diversity of our country when we sat 
down to strategize for the whole country as one. He reminded those of us from the NGO sector that we must 
never compromise on our role as grass root workers because only NGO”S were in touch with the people. 
Newer improved technologies would help IP in more negotiated biddings. The matrix was a useful tool and 
more of these should be developed and put into use. Spreading awareness on the issue was important, as a 
government official he was in a position to only inform the people and communication was not possible. It 
was important to forge more alliances between stakeholders so that together we evolve certain norms and 
regulations for harvests. The Forest departments are very important role players and we need to work with 
them. He ended by saying that maybe only 10% in the government were free of corruption and red tapism, 
but to go ahead and work with that group. 
 
Mr. Chitrapu the PCCF and MD of TANTEA won us over at the outset by stating  that he was an NGO 
friendly forester! He talked of the historical implications of the colonial forestry attitudes and felt tha the IP 
suffered the ost under such laws. When independent India took over from the British the beauraucray 
remained the same and that is why much has remined the same in our country. Mr. Chitrapu ranked the TN 
state as one of the most progressive states with trespect to the foretsts. The damage that was being incurred 
on the forests was far above the regenerative potential of the forests and he saw the matrix a tool to reulate 
this uncontrolled harvesting that was happening. He ended by saying he supported small and young 
enterprises inches direstions. 
 
Mr. Sridharan from the FD started by telling us how much he enjoyed the informal discussions that took 
place the previous day. He told us of the Tamilnadu Afforestation Programme (TAP) of which he was the 
senior most officer. Initially when the program was conceived the Japanese funding agency refused to have 
NGO’s as a role player. The government was not ready to start the program without NGO support and so 
they returned and decide to fund the program with local funds. Now the same funding agency is offering 
funds for the program and insist it be done with NGO support. But all NGO’s were not sincere and there was 
always a condlict between development and conservation. Mr. Shridharan also informed us of the current 
forestry activities, Tamil nadu had stopped all logging activities and was not promoting commercial forests 
the emphasis was to be on improvement of catchment areas. They were also in the process of reworking all 
the district map sand plans. The government was ready to share the information they have with anybody. 
 
Mr. Vashisht a forester who has been teaching for many years at the Forest Research Institute gave us a talk 
on the foresters perspectives on forest produce. He felt when we use the term NTFP we are leaving out the 
benefits that we get from the forest that cannot be quantified like the grazing, recreation, catchments, tourism 
benefits. In India The shift from looking at forest produce as a Minor Forest Produce to a NTFP has 
happened only over the past decade. He was also of the opinion that proper systems wer not in place to 
acknowledge the traditional knowledge of people. Adequate documentation of our forest wealthhas also not 
been done. We seem to be shifting from products, first it was bamboo and now it is medicinal plants but none 
of this work is backed by studies on the resource base, yield potential etc. There is no qualifying 
bioprospecting done when we work on a product. We need to work onharvesting and value adding 
technologies. When we look at forest productivity we have to include the wood a well as non wood potential 
of the forests. So that we can evolve an Integrated Silvicultural Practise. WE need to maintain gene pools and 
domesticate NNTP’s. Based on all of which we need tocome up with a concrete action plan which will 
identify few products and services, these should be backed up by research through key agencies. 



 
 
It was time for Jenne to try and facilitate a dialogue between the various stakeholders present. The 
government has had their say and the others had their say over the past amny days. Mr. Vashisht had talked 
of redifining NTFP to NWFP and Jenne felt this was not possible since in many culture the wood also is 
important. The traditional medicines fro example used some woods. Jenne also felt that NTFP did not mean 
only the quantifiable products but was inclusive of the services. He also agreed that all NGO’s were not good 
same as all governments were not bad! It was also dangerous to introduce new technologies without adequate 
follow up. Mr. Chitrapu suggested that there should be more exchange of information between NGO’s and 
governments especially forest departments. Pastor Rice felt in their particular case they had identified some 
endangered species and did not want to divulge this to their government because the rights over the 
management of th resource would  go out of the people’s hands. He felt IP had a right to be secretive about 
their knowledge! He also shared with the group the system of Forest Improvement Technologies that they 
had evolved by lumbering out slow growing trees that were not contributing to the carbon sequestration. By 
this Practise they have been able to get a 300 times regeneration potential. He felt that forests should be 
handed over to IP for effective management. Tenure security for at least ten years was essential. Mr. 
Chitrapu felt that 10 years was too short at least 25 years was necessary to show results. Jenne pointed out 
that the Indian administrators seemed to be more radical than the activists. Trong from Vietnam felt that as a 
traditional medicine practitioner he was losing out if he did not share his information. He felt his information 
was being enriched with more exchanges.  
 
The discussion could g o n but we were right on time and we closed the workshop and this interesting session 
with a detailed summing up of the workshop and its highlights through a vote of thanks by Mr.B.J.Krishnan.  
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